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Suffering and Smiling (2004)
Suffering and Smiling is a conceptual invention aimed
at illustrating the relationship between the average
Lagosian and his environment.
The environment is always treated as a different
entity, while he tries hard to get along with the day in
his stench. He takes pride in his self-cleanliness and
closes his eye to that which forms an essential part of
his definition. He waits for the government to clean up
his doorstep, but of course the government is not in
charge of his bathroom routines.
It is an attitude that has contaminated all genres
of Lagosians; the same applies to the rich in their
flamboyant taste. The preferred car is the Jeep, far
away from the ground; as it places them on the
proverbial high horse, and as they gallop along, shock
absorbers and huge tyres protect them from the bad
roads that snake all through their route.
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A Long Wait (2005)
This project is a result of one of my
pondering fits during late hours in the
metro in Paris. As I stood waiting for
the tube to arrive, I realised there
were just two of us waiting (making it
one person, since we usually forget
to include ourselves while counting).
It was deserted. Then my thoughts
extended beyond the issue at hand…
Immigration has always been a
subject that snatches hours on
discussion. This project tends to
illustrate the dreadful situation of an
immigrant. On leaving our country,
our intention is the search for
greener leaves; in most cases,
limited to wealth accumulation and a
final return to the home country.
On arrival, plans run parallel
with reality: life is different, demands
are high, and the system leaves no
captive… there is a delay on the
date set to return home. Further
delay accumulates into indefinite
stay. Buying the flight ticket is not
where the problem lies, but fear of
disappointment. He will not return
home with an empty suitcase; of
course he must not be paraded and
caricatured as a loser. Five years
extend to ten, and ten to fifteen...
Then it becomes a long wait… one
that could take a lifetime to achieve.
All these years, one dream
keeps him tied to work… the dream
of homeland. He becomes a slave to
this sole purpose…
We are never free even in the
face of freedom.
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Land Phone Business (2005)
Land Phone Business is staged photography of an imaginary situation
in Lagos. It presents a futuristic image of the extremity of a highly
cultivated habit. The issue addressed here is the persistency of the
hawking system in Lagos. This work stemmed from the exaggerated
maxim that implies that one can buy anything, if not everything, in the
midst of traffic.
Here the home phone represents a fixed entity that has been
rendered mobile to fall in place with the amplitude of the city. It is also
an imaginary invention that pours out of necessity.
(Images staged with actors)
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